
Preface

This monograph grew out of my dissertation (Herburger 1997b).

Chapters 1, 2, 3, and 5 stem from that work, but have been substantially

revised. Chapter 4 was written following a reviewer's suggestion and is

entirely new. The phenomenon discussed in chapter 5 (focus-a¨ected read-

ings of determiners) is also discussed in Herburger 1997a. The description

of the data remains the same, but the analysis that I give here di¨ers in

several ways.

In my attempt to describe focus and how it interacts with quanti®cation

I have received help from many sides. My deepest gratitude goes to Barry

Schein. His comments and answers to my countless questions have been

of tremendous help. While writing my thesis, I also bene®ted from the

generous feedback I received from other linguists, especially Kai von

Fintel, Irene Heim, Norbert Hornstein, Richard Larson, Renate Musan,

Orin Percus, Tim Stowell, Anna Szabolcsi, and Jean-Roger Vergnaud.

The suggestions of two reviewers for MIT Press aided and guided me in

preparing this monograph, as did many hours of discussions with Paul

Pietroski, Paul Portner, and Juan Uriagereka. Regine Eckardt's careful

review of my dissertation in Glot International 3 gave me a further sense

of what needed more work and clari®cation. I also appreciate the assis-

tance I received from Laura Barker, who helped me with the research on

even, and the input of those who participated in my classes on the de®-

niteness e¨ect (spring 1998) and on focus (fall 1998) at Georgetown Uni-

versity; they gave me an opportunity to try out and rethink some of the

ideas discussed in this monograph. Finally, I want to thank Amy Brand

for her patience and support and Anne Mark for her meticulous copy-

editing, which has greatly improved the readability (and in some places

the literal content) of what follows.


